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Abstract—Wireless communication between vehicles is protected by digital certificates but these certificates and related identifiers must not be usable to track vehicles. Therefore, short-term
pseudonymous certificates are applied and regularly changed
in order to protect the driver’s privacy. But in well defined
situations, e.g. network attacks or traffic accidents, it should be
possible to retrieve the appropriate long-term identifier from the
certificate issuer. Hence, the resolution of pseudonym identifiers
is a balancing act between full privacy and uncontrolled access
to long-term identifiers.
We propose a generic pseudonym resolution protocol that
can be applied by network infrastructure entities to request
pseudonym resolution information only under defined conditions.
It is shown that the protocol is balanced and flexible to be applied
for different use cases (e.g. lawful interception or misbehavior
detection). In contrast to related protocols our solution does
not increase pseudonym certificate size and avoids additional
overhead and delay in the certificate acquisition phase. Further,
a new feature is proposed that enables the infrastructure entities
to validate the stated reason for the desired pseudonym resolution before respective information is provided. Measurements
from field operational test implementations show the feasibility
and practicability of the protocol when applying misbehavior
detection in wireless vehicular communication networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Communication in a wireless Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET) is mainly based on messages (i.e. Cooperative
Awareness Message (CAM) [1] or Basic Safety Message
(BSM) [2]) that are exchanged between vehicles or between
vehicles and roadside stations. This kind of communication
aims to enhance future road safety and efficiency by transmitting traffic related information over a wireless IEEE 802.11p
channel between aforementioned stations of an Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS). As the access to this wireless
channel cannot be protected physically, security mechanisms
are necessary in order to establish trust between senders
and receivers. The Digital Signature Standard (DSS), using
public key cryptography, is a widely accepted solution for
establishing message sender authentication and message data
integrity and confidentiality. This cryptographic solution bases
on a key pair (SK, P K) where the private key SK is handled
as a secret of the owner, and the public key P K is signed
by a trusted third party (i.e. Certificate Authority, CA) and
distributed as a certificate to the ITS station. This security

solution is also adopted and used in IEEE [3] and ETSI [4]
standards for ITS security.
The location privacy of drivers should be protected by
using pseudonymous identifiers in messages that may change
frequently to avoid linking of recorded identifiers. According
to [5], a pseudonym is an identifier that is used by a subject
instead of one of its real names. Due to privacy protection
requirements initially unlinked short-term pseudonyms are required in ITS communications. It should not be possible to link
these pseudonymous identifiers to their long-term identifier,
neither by other vehicles nor by a single trusted third party. But
in defined situations, conditional pseudonym resolution may be
required due to different specific circumstances as motivated in
the following examples. On the one hand, a Law Enforcement
Agency (LEA) may need to get long-term vehicle information
based on their initially non-public pseudonyms in order to
identify involved drivers in case of a traffic accident. On the
other hand, a Misbehavior Evaluation Authority (MEA), that
analyses suspicious communication in the VANET, may only
need to know whether messages with different pseudonymous
identifiers belong to the same vehicle. The task of a MEA is
to identify attackers in the network by analyzing misbehavior
reports that state non-plausible behavior of vehicles as further
detailed in [6], [7] and [8].
In order to fulfill the aforementioned requirements regarding
linkability of pseudonyms, we propose a Conditional Pseudonym Resolution Algorithm (CoPRA) that can be integrated
into a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Using this protocol,
pseudonym resolution information can be requested based on
defined conditions, i.e. permissions and policies. Depending
on the desired resolution information type, several independent
authorities are involved in the process in order to avoid misuse.
In addition, CoPRA does not decrease the performance and
overhead in the vehicular wireless communication as the size
of certificates and therefore the message size remains untouched. Our measurements show further that complexity and
workload for the pseudonym issuance is not increased. Due to
possibly instable communication links and short connection
time slots between vehicles and the PKI server, the process
of requesting pseudonym certificates can be realized packetoriented rather than based on complex sessions. Further, we
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focus in this paper on the specific requirements of a VANET
(i.e. high speed, delay-sensitive application, high impact in
case of misbehavior and strict privacy requirements). Other
related network types (e.g. tactical or private MANETs and
wireless sensor networks) do not generally have this specific
set of requirements.
The paper is organized as follows. The CoPRA protocol is
detailed in Section IV using the system model discussed in
Section III. We analyze its adequacy for ITS communication
in Section V and show the applicability for misbehavior
detection in Section VI. We also compare it with other related
protocols by means of performance and overhead. A detailed
performance measurement is further presented in Section VI-C
whereby CoPRA is implemented in the public key infrastructure of the project PRESERVE [9]. Section VII concludes the
paper and gives an outlook for future work.

certificates, and secondly, the latency in the issuance process
is not increased.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
The ITS model consists of mobile and fixed ITS stations
such as vehicles, trucks, roadside stations and PKI servers
in the back-end. In order to establish trust between all these
entities a Root Certificate Authority (RCA) is established as
trusted third party as shown in Fig. 1.
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Long Term Certificate Authority
Data Protection Agency
Misbehavior Evaluation Authority
Law Enforcement Agency
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II. R ELATED W ORK
The problem of privacy preserving certificate management
in VANETs is widely discussed and different proposals are
published. The Secure Revocable Anonymous Authenticated
Communication protocol (SRAAC) [10] uses magic-ink signatures with shared secret schemes in order to provide blindly
signed pseudonym certificates. Using this protocol, the vehicle
identity can only be resolved if a defined number of CA servers
cooperate to map a pseudonym certificate to a resolution tag
and subsequently to the vehicle’s identity.
In [11] the authors propose a similar protocol that also
blindly signs pseudonym certificates but in contrast to SRAAC,
the resolution information, called V-token, is stored inside
the certificate instead of storing this information in the CA’s
database. Both protocols require extensive message exchange
in the pseudonym acquisition phase caused by the blind
signature scheme.
Another credential and certificate management scheme with
the possibility of pseudonym resolution is proposed as a draft
version by the U.S. Department of Transportation in [12]. This
framework considers also misbehavior detection and bases on
the imprint of linked identifiers in the pseudonym certificates.
The linking information is managed by at least two linkage
authorities that both have to cooperate in order to get longterm information or pseudonym linking information.
Similar to [12], a split of duties inside a PKI between
pseudonym certificate issuer and request authentication verifier
is also discussed in [13] and [14]. Due to this separation, no
PKI entity alone is able to link a long-term identity to the
related short-term IDs. However, the resolution of pseudonyms
is not recognized in both works. Similarly, the European
Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) specifies a PKI
with different entities responsible for request authentication
verification and pseudonym certificate issuance [15]. But protocols for pseudonym resolution are not included yet.
We differ from the aforementioned work by focusing on
two issues of conditional pseudonym resolution in VANETs.
First, our protocol does not increase the size of pseudonym
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Fig. 1.
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A Long-Term CA (LTCA) is used to issue a long-term
certificate for a vehicle V in the network. In order to protect
the driver’s privacy, the vehicles are using pseudonymous
short-term certificates in the VANET communication that are
issued by the Pseudonym CA (PCA). Only a vehicle that is
equipped with a valid Long-Term Certificate LT C is able
to obtain a short-term Pseudonym Certificate P C from an
arbitrary trusted PCA as described in [14] and [15]. After
certificate generation, a hashed digest of the related certificate
can be calculated to get the long-term identifier idLT C and
short-term pseudonym identifier idP C according to [3]. A
pseudonym certificate includes a public key P KP C that is
related to the private key SKP C but it contains no information
linking idP C to idLT C . In the phase of certificate issuance,
the vehicle needs to communicate with the LTCA and PCA. If
a vehicle Va communicates subsequently with another vehicle
Vb , it signs outgoing messages with the private key SKP Ca
of a short-term pseudonym certificate P Ca and append the
related signature as well as the certificate to the message. The
receiving vehicle Vb is able to verify the appended certificate
P Ca from Va by checking all authorities up to the RCA
in order to trust sent message data. In order to increase the
efficiency, the verification of certificates can be omitted if they
were previously verified. However, the message content must
be verified every time using the public key P KP Ca from the
certificate P Ca .
A fundamental information element of the VANET communication is the position of adjacent vehicles. Therefore, a
position vector can be found in every beacon message. This
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vector consists of a short-term pseudonymous identifier idP C ,
an absolute position, a heading value, the current velocity and a
related timestamp of sender V which uses the certificate P C at
the time interval. Based on the position vectors, every vehicle
is running a local misbehavior detection system that verifies
the position vector and thereby the neighbor’s driving behavior
[16], [6], [7] in order to identify inconsistencies and possible
misbehavior. After local evaluation of suspicious behavior the
vehicle creates a Misbehavior Report (MR) and sends it to a
central Misbehavior Evaluation Authority (MEA) in order to
identify the attacker and exclude it [8].
All involved entities of the PKI domain, as shown in Fig.
1, are equipped with certificates that are issued by a common
trusted root CA. Based on a policy, the RCA puts permissions
and authorization information into the certificates that are
issued for authorities that would like to resolve pseudonyms
for different purposes. A Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) for
example may get the permission to request the long-term identifier idLT C whereby a misbehavior evaluation authority gets
only the permission to request information whether different
pseudonyms belong to the same vehicle. According to Fig. 1,
a Data Protection Agency (DPA) issues the certificates for the
LEA and MEA with appropriate permissions. As long as the
PCA and LTCA are not compromised and do not collude in
a malicious way, a DPA act as surveillance operator in the
pseudonym resolution process.
IV. P RIVACY P RESERVING P SEUDONYM R ESOLUTION
P ROTOCOL
The following protocol for pseudonym resolution aims to
be applicable in different PKI environments to provide privacy
preserving acquisition of pseudonym certificates and enables
conditional resolution of pseudonyms in defined situations.
Our protocol, named CoPRA, is separated into two processes:
During acquisition of pseudonym certificates, resolution information has to be created and distributed as shown in Fig. 2 and
detailed in Section IV-A. Subsequently, authorized authorities
are allowed to request pseudonym resolution information as
described in Section IV-B. In the resolution process, we further
distinguish between a) identity resolution of pseudonyms and
b) linkability of pseudonyms.
In case a), an authority A requests the vehicle identity idV
(e.g. license plate number or vehicle identification number)
that is related to a given pseudonym P C. This identity
resolution should be possible only in well defined situations,
if for example a law enforcement agency needs to know the
identity of a vehicle after a hit-and-run accident. For this
purpose, our protocol can be used with a defined number
of data protection authorities DP A1 , ..., DP An or juridical
institutions J1 , ..., Jn that have to be involved in the process
to get idLT C and idV . For simplicity, we consider in the
following protocol discussions only one instance of a DPA.
In case b), an authority A needs to only get the information whether pseudonyms P CVa′ and P CVa′′ belong to the
same vehicle Va . We propose for this linkability resolution a
Pseudonymous Long-Term identifier P LT that can be used

by a misbehavior evaluation authority to identify vehicles that
fake misbehavior events and reports. This kind of resolution
may have lower privacy protection requirements, as idV is not
disclosed and P LT can change regularly. Nevertheless, data
protection authorities DP A1 , ..., DP An can also be integrated
in the pseudonym linkability resolution process.
A. Pseudonym Acquisition
The basic protocols for requesting pseudonym certificates
from the PKI are described in [14] and follow standardized
ETSI specifications [15]. In general, a split of powers between
the enrollment authority (LTCA) and the pseudonym certificate
provider (PCA) is proposed due to privacy protection requirements inside the PKI. The standard protocols are extended
in our proposal in order to make conditional and temporal
restricted pseudonym resolution possible. An overview of the
protocol is provided in Fig. 2 and detailed in Fig. 3, whereby
the numbers in Fig. 2 are related to the steps in Fig. 3.
The protocol shows the enrollment of vehicles as well as the
acquisition of pseudonym certificates.
Vehicle

LTCA

PCA
Send long-term certificate request

1

Receive long-term certificate

4

2

Send pseudonym
certificate request

Send authorization
request

6

Receive authorization
response
Receive pseudonym
certificate

Fig. 2.
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11

Overview of certificate acquisition

We propose a protocol that bases on the well known idea of
separation of duties [12], [15] in order to protect the identity
of vehicles and drivers and ensure unlinkability of pseudonym
certificates.
1) Enrollment phase: Every vehicle of the VANET has to
be equipped with valid certificates in order to communicate
with other ITS stations. Therefore, the vehicle V has to be
enrolled at a LTCA in order to get a valid long-term certificate
LT CV . Details of the enrollment should be left unspecified
in this protocol as vehicle manufacturers may have specific
solutions to register their ITS station in a secure manner.
Nevertheless, in the first step (1) the enrollment process
shall consider authentication, authorization, integrity and nonrepudiation of the requesting ITS station in order to prevent
enrollment of malicious stations. If this can be assumed the
LTCA generates and issues in (2) a new long-term certificate
LT CV based on the given public key P KLT CV . We indicate a
signature with the private key SKLT CA over a whole content
with σLT CA (◦). The resulting certificate is sent to V and can
be used subsequently to request pseudonym certificates.
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Enrollment phase:
V → LT CA :

(idV , P KLT CV )

(1)

V ← LT CA : LT CV =
(P KLT CV , idLT CA , σLT CA (◦))

(2)

Pseudonym acquisition phase:
V
V → P CA
P CA

: req = (P KP CV ,
EP KLT CA (idLT CV ))
: (req, σLT CV (req))
: RIdP CV = (δ(P KP CV )||rand)

P CA → LT CA :

(3)
(4)
(5)

(σLT CV (req), δ(req), RIdP CV ,
EP KLT CA (idLT CV ), σP CA (◦))

(6)

LT CA : store(RIdP CV , idLT CV , idP CA ) (7)
P CA ← LT CA : (δ(req), expP CV , σLT CA (◦))
(8)
P CA : P CV = (P KP CV , idP CA ,
P CA
V ← P CA
Fig. 3.

σP CA (◦))
(9)
: store(idP CV , RIdP CV , idLT CA ) (10)
: P CV

(11)

Protocol for issuing long-term and pseudonym certificates

2) Pseudonym acquisition phase: The protocol for pseudonym certificate acquisition bases on a split of duties between enrollment authority (LTCA) and short-term pseudonym
certificate provider (PCA) as proposed in [14]. Vehicle V
creates in (3) a pseudonym certificate request that contains
the public key of a freshly generated asymmetric key pair
(P KP CV , SKP CV ) and the long-term ID idLT CV that is
encrypted with the public key P KLT CA of the LTCA using an
Integrated Encryption Scheme (IES). The private key SKP CV
is stored securely in the ITS station and must never leave it. (4)
This request is signed with the long-term certificate proving
identity idLT CV and subsequently sent to a PCA. (5) The
PCA generates a resolution identifier RIdP CV related to the
requested pseudonym P CV by composing the hashed digest
δ(P KP CV ) of the given public key P KP CV and a random
rand. Inside the PCA domain, RId has to be unique. As
the PCA is not able to verify the signature σLT CV (req) of
the pseudonym request, due to the encrypted long-term ID
idLT CV , the request is forwarded to the appropriate LTCA.
(6) This authentication request consists of the request signature
σLT CV (req) created by V , a hash digest of the request δ(req)
created by the PCA, the resolution ID RIdP CV , and the
encrypted long-term ID EP KLT CA (idLT CV ). The PCA signs
the authentication request with SKP CA to prove its ownership.
We indicate a signature over the whole message with σ(◦).
The LTCA decrypts idLT CV using SKLT CA and verifies
σLT CV (req) with the appropriate public key P KLT CV to
check the correctness of the pseudonym certificate request.
Furthermore, the desired pseudonym certificate information
like expiration time and permissions are checked by the LTCA.

(7) In case of positive verification, the resolution ID RIdP CV
is stored in a database of the LTCA linked to the respective long-term ID idLT CV and PCA identifier idP CA . The
verification result is further used to generate an appropriate
response for the PCA. (8) This response contains, in case of
successful verification, a hashed digest of the original pseudonym request δ(req) and expiration information expP CV of
the new pseudonym certificate. The whole response message is
signed by the LTCA using SKLT CA to prove its possession.
(9) After verification of the returned authentication request,
the PCA creates a new pseudonym certificate P C and stores
the previously generated resolution ID RIdP CV in a database
together with the related idP CV and idLT CA in (10). Finally,
the pseudonym certificate P CV is transmitted to the vehicle
in (11).
In order to protect the communication against manipulation
and eavesdropping, all data transmitted between the entities
in the proposed protocol is encrypted with an IES (e.g.
ECIES [17]). Hereby, the sender of a message generates an
asymmetric key pair (P Ks,r , SKs,r ) and a symmetric key
Ks,r . This set of keys is only used to protect the message
transport between a specific sender s and a receiver r in a
session. According to [17], the transmitted message is first
encrypted with the symmetric key Ks,r and subsequently Ks,r
is encrypted with the public key of the receiver P Kr . This
strategy makes atomic communication between the entities
(i.e. vehicle, PCA, and LTCA in Fig. 3) possible without establishing complex sessions with multiple exchange of packets.
B. Conditional Pseudonym Resolution
Vehicles that are equipped with valid pseudonym certificates
are able to use them in VANET communication. In case of
misbehavior detection or critical traffic situations (i.e. car
accidents) the resolution of the pseudonymous short-term
identifier may be necessary. The protocol shown in Fig. 4
and detailed in Fig. 5 allows linking of different pseudonyms
or providing the respective long-term ID of a pseudonym.
Based on policies, the LTCA is able to provide different
Vehicle
13

Authority

Send report
14

DPA

15

Send PC resolution request

Receive resolution identifier
19

18

Send resolution identifier
Receive long-term identifier

Fig. 4.

LTCA

Send resolution
request
Receive resolution
response

16

PCA

20

Overview of pseudonym certificate resolution

resolution information to an interested authority A. A misbehavior evaluation authority M EA may need only temporary
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linking information of pseudonyms P C1 , ..., P Cn in form
of a pseudonymous long-term ID idP LT . Whereupon, a law
enforcement agency may need to know the non-pseudonymous
long-term ID idLT CV of P CV in order to request additional
information idV regarding V . For our protocol description in
Fig. 5, we assume the request of the long-term ID idLT CV
by authority A in which a DPA must be involved as attesting
notary. During communication in the VANET, vehicle Va or
other ITS stations are able to record short-term IDs idP CV
from received messages. (12) According to the motivation of
Va , a message msg is created that contains the short-term ID
idP CVb of a vehicle Vb which is involved in an event that
triggers generation of msg. Additionally, a signed record of
vehicle Vb is appended to msg that motivates the pseudonym
resolution. This could be for example a broadcasted message
containing a position vector proving the existence of Vb at the
specific time and position. For simplicity, we add in (12) only
Va

: msg = (list(idP CVb , recordVb ,
σP CVb (recordVb )), σP CVa (◦))
: msg

(12)
(13)

A → DP A
A ← DP A

: (msg, idP CVb , rt, σA (◦))
: resDP A = (δ(msg, idP CVb ), tc ,
: rt, σDP A (◦))

(14)

A → P CA
P CA

: (msg, idP CVb , resDP A , rt, σA (◦)) (16)
: eRId = EP KLT CA (RIdP CVb ,

A ← P CA

: δ(msg, idP CVb ), te )
(17)
: resP CA = (δ(msg, idP CVb ), eRId,
rt, resDP A , σP CA (◦))
(18)

Va → A

A → LT CA
A ← LT CA

Fig. 5.

(15)

: (resP CA , σA (◦))
: (δ(msg, idP CVb ), idLT CVb ,

(19)

: texp , σLT CA (◦))

(20)

Protocol for conditional pseudonym resolution

one pseudonym that should be resolved. Depending on the
purpose, additional short-term IDs with related records can be
added to the message msg. Before the message is provided to
an authorized authority A in (13), the whole message content
is signed with the private key of a P C of Va indicated by
σP CVa (◦) in our protocol. (14) Based on regulations, defined
in a policy, the pseudonym resolution request must optionally
be supported by other entities (e.g. data protection agencies
DPA). If this support is needed, authority A extracts the
pseudonym P CVb that should be resolved and forwards the
original message along with idP CVb to the respective DPA.
Furthermore, the desired resolution type rt (e.g. full identity
resolution or pseudonym linking information) is appended.
The whole request is signed with the private key SKA of the
authority. Subsequently, the DPA verifies the signature with
the public key P KA and checks whether A is authorized to
request pseudonym resolution information from the PKI. (15)

If the DPA supports the resolution request, a digest δ of request
data is generated by using a hash function. Subsequently, the
digest, the current time tc , and the confirmed resolution type
rt are signed and sent to A. (16) After receiving the response
from the supporting authority, A sends msg, idP CVb and the
confirmation from DPA, signed with its private key SKA , to
the PCA. (17) The PCA verifies and checks the signatures
and permissions of A and DP A and gets the appropriate
resolution ID RIdP CVb from its database. In order to prevent
misuse of RIdP CVb , it is encrypted with the public key of
the related LTCA. (18) Subsequently, the PCA generates a
response with the digest of message msg and the pseudonym
ID idP CVb that should be resolved, the encrypted resolution ID
RIdP CVb and the confirmation of DPA. The whole response
is signed and sent to A. (19) When A receives the data from
the PCA, the response resP CA is signed by A and sent to the
appropriate LTCA. The ID of the responsible LTCA can be
extracted from the encryption header of eRId. (20) First, the
LTCA verifies all signatures and certificates from A, DP A
and PCA as well as permissions contained in the respective
certificates. Afterwards, the LTCA checks that all contained
digests δ(msg, idP CVb ) are equal. The kind of pseudonym
resolution is based on the type that must be confirmed by
the DPA and the PCA. In the presented protocol we assume
a request for full identity resolution. Therefore, the LTCA
provides the long-term identifier idLT CVb that is linked to the
given resolution ID RIdP CVb . The timestamp texp denotes
the expiry date of the provided long-term identifier. In order
to guarantee authenticity and integrity of this information a
signature is created by the LTCA over the whole responded
data, indicated by σLT CA (◦).
V. ATTACKER M ODEL AND S ECURITY A NALYSIS
In our attacker model, we assume that a single attacker
or multiple cooperating attackers that have only access to
pseudonymous information (e.g. P CV , idP CV or RIdP CV )
aim to get uncontrolled access to the long-term information of
a specific vehicle. Alternatively, an attacker aims to get only
pseudonym linking information in order to track a specific
vehicle within the VANET.
As result, we propose CoPRA that provides a flexible mechanism to conditionally resolve pseudonyms without affecting
the privacy of other pseudonyms. Due to the split of duties,
one entity alone cannot threaten privacy by linking arbitrarily
pseudonyms to the long-term certificate. As PCA and LTCA
can verify independently the correctness of requests according
to local policies, malicious authorities cannot get arbitrarily
resolution information. Only if the following authorities cooperate an unauthorized request would be possible:
•

PCA and LTCA are compromised and maliciously cooperate. If both CA types are compromised, a database can
be created where both CAs collect linking information
between issued pseudonym certificates and related longterm certificates. In this case, the PCA and LTCA are not
following the acquisition protocol shown in Fig. 3.
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Authority A, DP A, and PCA are compromised and
maliciously cooperate. Assuming the PCA is compromised, arbitrary resolution IDs can be extracted from its
database. We propose therefore independent monitoring
instances A and DP A1 , ..., DP An .
• Va , A, and DP A are compromised and maliciously cooperate. The report of faked events by Va is considered in
that way, that resolution information is provided based on
the event type. Messages msg containing a misbehavior
report should only be usable to get pseudonymous longterm IDs and messages msg stating a traffic fatality (e.g.
hit-and-run offense) need support by external authorities
DP A1 , ..., DP An and manual interaction.
The introduction of vulnerabilities to central PKI entities is
another aspect that should be analyzed. We discuss resistance
of our protocol against important threats: Replay attack, Denial
of Service (DoS). The replay of resolution requests sent by
external attackers can be detected and directly filtered out at all
entities. A digest δ(msg, idP CVb ) is used in this case as unique
identifier of a resolution task. It has to be further considered
that the recordVb , which is part of a message msg, contains
variable position data and timestamps. Finally, all messages
transmitted between the vehicle, authority A, DP A, PCA and
LTCA are signed and encrypted.
The DoS attacks on involved entities can be limited due
to the usage of digital signatures. Requests and responses are
only accepted and processed if the signature is valid. Therefore, an attacker must spend cryptographic effort in signing
operations to mount a DoS attack. Indeed, an attacker could
flood the authorities with invalid signed messages. A possible
countermeasure is the checking of the sender’s certificate first
and handle unknown and untrusted senders with lower priority.
•

position and time. This signed CAM is used in the protocol by
the PCA and possible involved DPAs to verify that a resolution
request is justified.
The MEA is further equipped with a certificate that contains
permissions to request pseudonym linking information. The
certificate of the MEA is issued by a root CA that is trusted
by all other involved entities as depicted in Fig. 1. Based on
the permission contained in the MEA certificate and policies
at the PCA and LTCA, a pseudonymous and timely limited
identifier P LT is provided by the LTCA. This can be used by
the MEA to check if pseudonyms belong to the same sender.
A. Pseudonym Linking for Central Misbehavior Evaluation
The protocol presented in Fig. 7 uses specific data for misbehavior evaluation but follows the generic protocol described
in Fig. 5. In order to balance the system cost, the integration
of a DPA is not mandatory for temporal pseudonym linking
resolution. However, its integration could be done easily if
needed as described in the generic protocol in Section. IV-B.
A vehicle Va generates in step (21) a MR that contains
pseudonymous identifiers of involved ITS stations as depicted
in Fig. 6 and sends it to the MEA. The received MR is used
by the MEA to generate a resolution request in step (22) that
is sent to the PCA. We assume in this example that no support
of DPAs is required. Based on the MR content, the PCA
decides whether the desired resolution type rt is accepted and
encrypts the resolution ID (23). The response, that is sent to
the MEA in step (24) contains a digest δ(M R, idP CVb ), the
encrypted resolution ID and the resolution type. This data is
signed by the MEA in (25) and sent to the LTCA. Based on rt,
Va

: M R = (list(idP CVb , CAMVb ,
σP CVb (CAMVb )), σP CVa (◦)) (21)

M EA → P CA
P CA

: (M R, idP CVb , rt, σM EA (◦))
(22)
: eRId = EP KLT CA (RIdP CVb ,

M EA ← P CA

: δ(M R, idP CVb ), te )
: resP CA = (δ(M R, idP CVb ),
eRId, rt, σP CA (◦))

VI. A PPLICATION FOR M ISBEHAVIOR D ETECTION
For a misbehavior detection and evaluation system it is
necessary to get pseudonym linking information in order to
identify attackers in ITS communication. A central Misbehavior Evaluation Authority (MEA) collects Misbehavior Reports
(MR) from ITS stations of the VANET. As vehicles can change
their pseudonyms arbitrarily, it is a major requirement of a
MEA to check whether P Cs belong to the same ITS station.
The structure of a misbehavior report, shown in Fig. 6,
contains the type of detected misbehavior, the pseudonymous
ID idP CVa of the reporter node, a list of suspected nodes
including their pseudonym IDs idP CVb and a list of relevant
neighbor nodes surrounding the reporter. In every report an

(23)
(24)

M EA → LT CA : (resP CA , σM EA (◦))
(25)
LT CA : P LTP CVb = (idLT CVb ||r||texp ) (26)
M EA ← LT CA : (δ(M R, idP CVb ), P LTP CVb , texp ,
: σLT CA (◦))
Fig. 7.

(27)

Protocol for temporal restricted pseudonym resolution

Signature
MR
type

Neighbor nodes

Pseudonym
identifier of
reporter

idPCVc1

Signed CAM
…

idPCVa

idPCVcn

Signed CAM

Fig. 6.

Specific content with regard
to type of misbehavior
idPCVb

Signed CAM
…

Structure of misbehavior report

evidence of the misbehavior should be added in form of signed
CAMs that attest the existence of the node at the claimed

the LTCA creates a temporal restricted pseudonymous longterm ID in step (26). This identifier P LTP CVb is a composed
one way hash value containing the long-term ID idLT CVb , a
random value r and the expiration time texp . In (27) finally,
the digest δ, the resolution ID, and the expiration time of P LT
is responded. In order to guarantee authenticity and integrity
of this information a signature is created by the LTCA over
the whole responded data.
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Table I compares the CoPRA protocol with related schemes
for pseudonym resolution in the context of misbehavior detection in ITS communications. In the first row, the effect
of pseudonym resolution is compared by means of overhead
in pseudonym certificates. As pseudonyms are appended to
messages in the wireless communication, the overhead should
be as small as possible.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF P SEUDONYM R ESOLUTION S CHEMES FOR VANET S
Topic of comparison
Overhead in
pseudonym certificate
Certificate acquisition
overhead at CA
Certificate acquisition
performance
Certificate acquisition
connection type
(vehicle ↔ PCA)
Certificate resolution
overhead
Certificate resolution
performance

V-Token [11]
≥ 61 Bytes

SRAAC [10]

CoPRA

0 Bytes

0 Bytes
≥ 8 Bytes
per cert.
no
additional
overhead

session based
(blind signature)
[19], [20]

≥ 64 Bytes
per cert.
shared secret
interpolations
(e.g. [18])
session based
(MI-DSS*)
[21]

≥ 61 Bytes

≥ 64 Bytes

≥ 1 KB

shared secret
interpolations
(e.g. [18])

shared secret
interpolations
(e.g. [18])

DSS sign
and verify
operations

0 Bytes
DSS encryption
operation

atomic

The second row shows the amount of data that needs to be
stored at the CAs in order to support pseudonym resolution.
In contrast to the V-Token protocol, SRAAC and CoPRA
manage the resolution information centrally by storing data
in a database. In the third row, the certificate acquisition
performance is compared. Here, we consider only operations
that are necessary to add resolution information in form of a
V-Token in [11], a Tag in [10] and Resolution-Id in CoPRA.
In contrast to the related protocols, our scheme entails no
cryptographic operations for resolution information generation
and storage. The type of connection between vehicle and pseudonym provider is compared in the fourth row. As discussed in
Section I, the request of pseudonym certificates from the PKI
should be packet based. This allows interruption of pseudonym
acquisition with later continuation. In row 5 and 6, the overhead and performance in the resolution process is compared.
As shown in Table I, our conditional pseudonym resolution
protocol does not decrease wireless vehicular communication
performance as no additional data is added to pseudonym
certificates. Also no additional cryptographic operations are
introduced in the pseudonym acquisition phase. We used for
evaluations a testbed PKI implementation based on IEEE
1609.2 [3] with LTCA - PCA server separation, running on
a quad core CPU with 2.7 GHz. Using this environment, the
processing of one pseudonym certificate request takes 179 ms
at the CAs and the processing of a request with 50 public
keys requires approximately one second. Avoiding additional
delay in the pseudonym acquisition phase is important as
every vehicle in the network requests regularly hundreds of
certificates. The storage of resolution information is in the
magnitude of Megabytes and therefore not critical also when

several million pseudonym are issued by the PKI. According
to row 5 and 6 of Table I, our protocol entails several bytes
of data that have to be transmitted between involved entities. Additionally, several signing and verification processes
are necessary. But the conditional resolution of pseudonyms
is performed relatively seldom compared to the pseudonym
acquisition process.
C. Performance Analysis of Pseudonym Resolution
Using the use-case of misbehavior detection, the MEA must
check whether identifiers in a misbehavior report belong to
separate vehicles. Otherwise, an attacker would be able to
send faked misbehavior reports in order to blacklist arbitrary
ITS stations. Fig. 8 shows the latency in milliseconds of
pseudonym resolution processes on the y-axis. On the xaxis the number of pseudonyms to be resolved, contained
in a single request, is shown. As discussed in section VI,
a misbehavior report usually contains several pseudonyms
idP C from different vehicles (i.e. reporter, suspected nodes,
witnesses). In order to prevent misuse and blackmailing, the
linkability of involved pseudonyms has to be checked. In Fig.
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Fig. 8.

Latency distribution in pseudonym resolution with empty database

8, the measured latency at involved PKI entities is shown.
According to the protocol described in Section VI-A, the MEA
prepares the pseudonym resolution request and sends it to
the PCA. Then the PCA checks the content of the request
by verifying the contained misbehavior report with included
CAMs. This step mainly causes the increase of latency at the
PCA with increasing number of desired PC resolutions. The
remaining operations at the MEA and LTCA are relatively
static. General overhead for every pseudonym resolution is
introduced by DSS operations in the protocol. Every message
between MEA, PCA and LTCA is signed and encrypted at
the sender and decrypted and verified at the receiver using
ECDSA and ECIES according to [3].
Fig. 9 shows the latency in the pseudonym resolution
process with different number of database entries at the MEA,
PCA and LTCA. We measured the mean, maximum and
minimum latency, as shown on the y-axis, in relation to an
increasing number of desired PC resolutions on the x-axis. The
more pseudonym certificates are issued by the PCA and LTCA

8
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Fig. 9.

Latency of pseudonym resolution related to database size

the more database entries are necessary to store the relation
between pseudonym ID and resolution ID in the database.
As result, the delay for searching the database is increased.
But according to Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, a PKI is able to process
approximately 250 pseudonym resolution requests per minute,
even if the database is filled. This is sufficient for automated
central misbehavior evaluation [8].
VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
We propose in this paper a protocol for conditional pseudonym resolution in VANETs that prevents misuse and preserves
privacy and unlinkability of remaining pseudonyms. Focusing
on the use-case of misbehavior detection, we have shown that
conditional pseudonym resolution is possible without increase
of certificate size and therefore increase of bandwidth requirements for wireless communication channels. Our proposed
protocol is a balanced solution between full anonymity and uncontrolled arbitrary access to privacy related information (i.e.
pseudonym certificate information). The design of our protocol
is flexible in order to handle different types of resolution
requests motivated by different intentions, for example lawful
interception, misbehavior detection and attacker identification
or evaluation of field operational tests. The security analysis
has shown the strength of CoPRA as unintended access to
pseudonym resolution information is only possible if several
CAs, ITS stations and infrastructure agencies cooperate in a
malicious way. Our implementation and performance measurements have further shown that CoPRA is not increasing
the delay and overhead of pseudonym acquisition and has
adequate performance for providing pseudonym resolution
information for misbehavior detection and evaluation.
In future work, CoPRA could be extended by trusted
computing mechanisms in order to enforce the conformance
to the proposed protocols. A policy enforcement scheme could
be applied as middleware between CA software and database
to restrict and control access to sensitive data.
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